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In Caenorhabditis elegans, a large number of Protein-Protein Interactions(PPIs) are identified by different experiments. How-
ever, a comprehensive weighted PPI network, which is essential for signaling pathway inference, is not yet available inthis
model organism. Therefore, we firstly construct an integrative PPI network inC. eleganswith 12951 interactions involving
5039 proteins from seven molecular interaction databases.Then, a Reliability Score based on a Probabilistic Graphical Model
(RSPGM) is proposed to assess PPIs. It assumes the random number of interactions between two proteins comes from the
Bernoulli Distribution to avoid multi-links. The main parameter of RSPGM score contains a few latent variables which can be
considered as several common properties between two proteins. Validations on high-confidence yeast datasets show thatRSPGM
provides more accurate evaluation than other approaches, and the PPIs in the reconstructed PPI network have higher biological
relevance than that in the original network in terms of gene ontology, gene expression, essentiality and the predictionof known
protein complexes. Furthermore, this weighted integrative PPI network inC. elegansis employed on inferring interaction path
of the canonical Wnt/β -catenin pathway as well. Most genes on the inferred interaction path have been validated to be Wnt
pathway components. Therefore, RSPGM is essential and effective for evaluating PPIs and inferring interaction path. Finally,
the PPI network with RSPGM scores can be queried and visualized on a user interactive website, which is freely available at
http://rspgm.bionetworks.tk/.

1 Introduction

Signaling pathway is an essential process in living organis-
m, receiving extracellular or cytoplasmic signal and then trig-
gering downstream signal transduction, which modulates gene
expression and cell function. The knowledge of different kind-
s of pathways can reveal biological function or provide sug-
gestion of disease therapy1.

Unfortunately, although several pathways have been stud-
ied extensively, the structure and function of most pathways
are not well understood. Because signaling pathway is com-
plicated involving different molecules contacting with each
other via Protein-Protein Interactions(PPIs) or Protein-DNA
Interactions(PDIs), it is time-consuming to detect molecular
regulatory relationships through biological experiments, such
as gene knockout or RNAi. Therefore, it is possible and nec-
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essary to infer pathway by computational methods based on
molecular interaction data.

Several computational methods have been proposed for
pathway inference recently2–5. Most of them require a weight-
ed molecular interaction network, called background network,
as an input of the algorithm. The background network is gen-
erally constructed from PPIs and PDIs data. Most pathway in-
ference methods are performed on yeast because of the avail-
ability of its weighted PPI networks currently2,6. However, in
Caenorhabditis elegans(C. elegans), there is still not a com-
prehensive weighted PPI network available7. Therefore, it is
necessary to construct a PPI network ofC. elegans, and assign
the reliability score for each PPI.

Protein-Protein Interactions can be identified via high-
throughput and small-scale experimental techniques or be pre-
dicted from computational methods by using different type-
s of data, such as sequence, expression and binding data, or
three-dimensional structural data8,9. Several different popu-
lar biological databases have collected abundant PPIs ofC.
elegans, such as Database of Interacting Proteins (DIP)10,
Biological General Repository for Interaction Datasets (Bi-
oGRID)11, IntAct Molecular Interaction Database (IntAc-
t)12, Molecular Interaction database (MINT)13, WormBase14,
Worm Interactome version 8 (WI8)15 and GeneOrienteer16.
However, none of them contains the relative comprehensive
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PPIs information. For instance, the interaction betweenmex-6
andemb-9is recorded in BioGRID, IntAct and MINT, while
the interaction betweenzag-1andodr-7 can only be retrieved
in GeneOrienteer and WormBase. Therefore, construction of
a comprehensive PPI network database ofC. elegansis urgent
and necessary.

Many computational methods have been developed to as-
sess the reliability of the data. These methods can be approx-
imately divided as three classes: (1) Multiple data integra-
tion based methods17–19; (2) Network topology based meth-
ods20–25; (3) Model based methods26–28. Multiple data inte-
gration based methods work effectively but much more rely on
the prior knowledge of individual protein. Network topology
based methods and model based methods are the most state-
of-the-art evaluation approaches, recently. A Probabilistic
Graphical Model (PGM) has been established to describe P-
PI networks in terms of a random process that generates the
networks29,30. Several works demonstrated that PGMs can
be widely applied to discover protein complex28,31,32, explore
biology network33 and assess PPIs27, etc.. Motivated by the
wide applications of PGMs in PPI network analysis, this pa-
per further explores its potential in assessing new established
integrative and comprehensive PPI network ofC. elegans.

2 Methods

Similar to Zhuet al.’s previous work27, we assume that there
are several latent properties between two interacting proteins.
These latent properties could be GO annotation terms, gene
expression, sequence, location or any other functional, physi-
cal and biochemical properties of the protein. Then, a reliabil-
ity score for protein pairs is defined by accumulating protein
propensities on the common latent properties, which can be
estimated by a probabilistic graphical model.

2.1 Reliability Score for Protein Pairs

Based on our assumption,si = (siℓ) andsj = (sjℓ) ∈ R
m are

used to describe protein properties onm latent variables for
protein vi and v j , respectively. 0≤ siℓ,sjℓ ≤ 1 means the
propensity of proteinsvi and v j on theℓ-th latent variable.
Suppose variablesdi ,d j ∈ R are the ability of proteinvi and
proteinv j generating edges in the network, respectively. Thus,
we obtain the reliability scorer i j between proteinvi and pro-
teinv j as the following form.

r i j = 1−exp(−(〈disi ,d jsj〉)+eps), (1)

where〈·, ·〉 denotes the inner product of vectors. eps mean-
s the floating-point relative accuracy in MATLAB. High-
er 〈disi ,d jsj〉 indicates that proteinvi and proteinv j share
more latent properties, and have larger interacting probabili-
ty. Function f (x) = 1−exp(−(x+ eps)) is used to map the

output argument from[0,+∞) to (0,1). By using this map-
ping function, 0< r i j < 1 ensures that it makes sense when
considering it as a parameter of the Bernoulli Distributionon
the one hand, and it normalizes the reliability scores on the
other hand.

2.2 A probabilistic graphical model

In this method, a PPI network is represented by an undi-
rected graphG(V,E), i.e. vertex set including each protein
as a vertexV = {v1,v2, · · · ,vn}, and edge setE = {(vi,v j) |
there is an interaction between proteinvi andv j ,1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}.
The symmetric adjacent matrix is denoted asW = (wi j ) ∈
R

n×n, wherewi j = 1 if (vi ,v j) ∈ E elsewi j = 0. The prob-
abilistic graphical model can be described by the joint likeli-
hood function over all variables as below.

P(W,S,B,D) = P(W|S,D)P(S|B)P(D|γ)P(B), (2)

whereS=(siℓ)∈R
n×m is the propensity matrix,D=(di)∈R

n

is the protein linkage ability vector of alln proteins involving
in the PPI network.B = (βℓ) ∈ R

m is the parameter vector
of S. P(W|S,D) is the probability of generating interaction
wi j between proteini and proteinj in a PPI network. As it is
shown above,wi j is binary (0 or 1), which is supposed to fol-
low the Bernoulli Distribution with parameterpi j = r i j . Sim-
ilar to27,28, we also assume that eachsiℓ comes from an ex-
ponential distribution with rate parameterβℓ. Considering the
scale-free property of PPI networks, the degree distribution of
di in the PPI network approximates to a power law with a hy-
perparameterγ. Mathematically, the components of (2) can be
described in detail as follows.

wi j ∼ B(1, pi j ),

namely,P(W|S,D) presented below is the probability of gen-
erating interactionwi j between proteinvi andv j in a PPI net-
work.

P(W|S,D)

=
n
∏

i, j=1
P(wi j |si,ℓ,di) =

n
∏

i, j=1
p

wi j

i j (1− pi j )
1−wi j

=
n
∏

i, j=1
(1−exp(−(〈disi ,d jsj 〉+eps)))wi j (exp(−(〈disi ,d jsj 〉)+eps))1−wi j

For proteinvi and latent variableℓ, draw protein-propensity
score:

siℓ ∼ Exp(βℓ).

Namely,

P(S|B) =
n

∏
i=1

m

∏
ℓ=1

P(siℓ|βℓ) (3)

=
n

∏
i=1

m

∏
ℓ=1

βℓexp(−βℓsiℓ). (4)
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P(di|γ) ∝ d−γ
i ,

where,γ can be implemented by robust linear regression using
robustfit(X,Y,’bisquare’,4.685)provided by Matlab command
with input

X =− log(D) and Y = logP(D|γ). (5)

In summary, we can get the objective function as follows.






































min
S,D,B

−
n
∑

i, j=1
wi j log(1−exp(−(〈disi ,d jsj〉+eps)))

+
n
∑

i, j=1
(1−wi j )(〈disi ,d jsj 〉+eps)−n

m
∑
ℓ=1

logβℓ

+γ
n
∑

i=1
logdi +∑

i,ℓ
βℓsiℓ,

s.t. S≥ 0,D≥ 0.
(6)

2.3 Parameter estimation

To solve the non-negative constrained optimization problem,
we use the multiplicative updating rules, which show a good
compromise between speed and ease of implementation, to al-
ternately update the model parametersS, D andB. ‘t’ denotes
the transpose of matrix while ‘1n’ denotes the column vector
of ones withn length. Similar to27,28, we can obtain the fol-
lowing updating formulae for parameterS, D, B, respectively.

siℓ ← siℓ ∗

∑ j wi j ∗ (D∗Dt)i j ∗ sjℓ

1−exp(−((D∗Dt)i j ∗ (S∗St)i j +eps))
(D∗Dt ∗S+0.5∗ 1n∗Bt)iℓ

(7)

di ← di ∗

∑ j wi j ∗ (D∗Dt)i j ∗d j

1−exp(−((D∗Dt)i j ∗ (S∗St)i j +eps))
S∗St ∗D+ γ/di

(8)

βℓ =
n

(1t
n ∗S)ℓ

. (9)

2.4 Main algorithm

The main algorithm of the new proposed assessment of
Reliability Score based on a Probabilistic Graphical Model
(RSPGM) is presented in Algorithm 1. Where,0m denotes
the column vector of zeros withm length. ‘◦’ denotes the
Hadamard product of two matrix with the same size. For ex-
ample,A= (ai j ),B= (bi j ) ∈ R

n×m, thus(A◦B)i j = ai j bi j .

3 Results

3.1 Databases to navigate scored PPI network

Since PPIs data from different molecular interaction databas-
es are distinct, it is necessary to construct a relative compre-
hensive PPI network inC. elegansfor further study. Here,

Algorithm 1 RSPGM

Input: m= 500,W, S, D, B, T = 300,σ = 0.01.
Output: Reliability score matrixR for PPI network.

1: Initialize S with randomn×m matrix, D with the 1n, B
with the0m initialization.

2: Integrate theC. elegansPPI network, obtain the adjacent
matrixW.

3: Estimateγ by equation (5).
4: IterateS, D, B by equation (7), (8), (9), respectively.
5: Until Iteration count is larger thanT or ‖S(T+1)−S(T)‖<

σ .
6: Repeat step 1-5 50 times, the final result produces the

parameters with the minimum objective function in (6).
7: R= 1−exp(−((D∗Dt)◦ (S∗St)+eps∗ones(n,n))).

we integrate PPIs data ofC. elegansfrom seven free available
databases, i.e. DIP, BioGRID, IntAct, MINT, WormBase, WI8
and GeneOrienteer. The details are presented in Table 1. We

Table 1 The versions and corresponding references of the seven
selected databases.

Database Reference Version
DIP Salwinskiet al.10, 2004 Celeg20141001

BioGRID Chatr-aryamontriet al.11, 2013 3.2.119
IntAct Kerrienet al.12, 2011 2014-12-18
MINT Licataet al.13, 2012 2012-10-29

WormBase Harriset al.14, 2014 WS245
WI8 Simoniset al.15, 2009 WI8

GeneOrienteer Zhong and Sternberg16, 2006 v2.25

then filter the PPIs data in terms of four criteria: 1) physical
interactions which belong to MI:0914 (association) type from
Molecular Interaction (PSI MI 2.5); 2) no self-interactions
(loops); 3) no repetitive interactions; 4) not containing inter-
actions whose genes are not protein-coding, e.g. pseudogene,
transposon or miRNA. The statistics of the original and fil-
tered databases are discussed in Supplementary 1 Table 1.

According to the filter criterion, we construct an integra-
tive protein-protein interaction network ofC. eleganswhich
contains 5039 nodes involving in 12951 PPIs, shown in Sup-
plementary 1 Figure 1. The intersection numbers and overlap-
ping rates of any two filtered databases from the seven selected
databases are provided in Supplementary 1 Table 2 that shows
low overlapping rate between most any two filtered databases.
This indicates interactions are partially recorded in different
specific databases.
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Fig. 1 The PR curves of eleven different methods on the four yeast
datasets (PPICollins, PPIKrogans, PPIGavin andPPIMiller ). The x-axis
presents the recall while the y-axis shows the precision.

3.2 Yeast PPI Networks

The yeast PPI networks are download from BioGRID (ver-
sion 3.2.119). Four yeast PPI subnetworks filtered by different
techniques are used for evaluation. Collins dataset34 (short
for PPICollins), Krogans dataset35 (short for PPIKrogans) and
Gavin dataset36 (short forPPIGavin) are detected by TAP-MS
technique. The largest connected components of physical in-
teractions of these subnetworks are 1002 proteins with 8313
PPIs, 2527 proteins with 6985 PPIs and 1359 proteins with
6541 PPIs, respectively. Miller dataset37 (short forPPIMiller )
is detected by PCA technique, in which the largest connect-
ed component of physical interactions with 513 proteins and
1947 PPIs. SincePPICollins is high-confidence, we employ it
to evaluate the GO similarity and sequence consistency and
compare the biological relevance and the accuracy of the pre-
diction of known protein complexes for PPI groups.

3.3 Effectiveness validation of the reliability score

In this section, we first compare RSPGM score with oth-
er scores obtained using existing methods on the four yeast
datasets by PR curve which presents recall against precision.
Secondly, we validate the consistency between the RSPGM
score and GO semantic similarity and sequence similarity, re-
spectively. Moreover, we evaluate the functional relevance of
the original and reconstructed PPI networks on several types
of sources, including gene ontology, gene expression and es-
sentiality analysis. Finally, we investigate and compare the
accuracy of protein complex prediction between original and
reconstructed PPI network.

3.3.1 Comparison with other reliability scores There
are two differences between RIGNM27 and RSPGM: (1) We

(a)
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The consistency between RSPGM score and The consistency between RSPGM score and
the GO semantic similarity. the sequence similarity.

Fig. 2 The consistency between RSPGM score and the GO
semantic, sequence similarity. The x-axis is the coverage of the PPI
network. The averages of RSPGM score of the corresponding
coverage of the PPI network are presented on the bottom of x-axis.
(a) The y-axis is the average of the GO semantic similarity with the
descending order of RSPGM score by increasing the coverage ratios
of the PPIs in three GO domains: CC, MF, BP. (b) The y-axis is the
average of the sequence semantic similarity with the descending
order of RSPGM score by increasing the coverage ratios of thePPIs.

assume that the random number of interactions between two
proteins comes from the Bernoulli distribution instead of Ex-
ponential distribution, which is found to be more suitable to
evolve the PPI network and avoid multi-links. (2) The newly
proposed score is scaled into (0,1), which makes sense when
considering it as a parameter of the Bernoulli Distributionand
is facilitated to compare with other methods. We compare R-
SPGM with the state-of-the-art methods that were described
in27 and the similar type methods including Interaction Gener-
ality (IG1)24, modified IG1 (IG2)25 and RWS20. The param-
eter settings of RSPGM and other methods refer to Algorithm
1 in Section 2 and Section 3.2.2 in27, respectively. To validate
the effectiveness of RSPGM, we plot the precision-recall (PR)
curves for RIGNM, MDS, GGA, CDdist, FSweight, GTOM,
IG1, IG2 and RWS methods on the four yeast datasets. The
results are presented in Fig. 1. As shown, RSPGM perform-
s better than other methods on the four yeast datasets except
PPIKrogansandPPIGavin. However, the PR-AUC of RSPGM is
only 0.16 and 0.03 less than RWS onPPIKrogansandPPIGavin,
respectively (see Supplementary 1 Table 3). Our newly pro-
posed method is much more appropriate than RIGNM by the-
ory, and the performance is as good as RIGNM by experiment
validation. Therefore, the new reliability score is effective to
assess the PPIs.

3.3.2 Consistency validation According to the “guilt-
by-association” principle38, the interacting proteins should
share the same functional terms and higher sequence simi-
larity. We use R package “GOSemSim” (mgeneSim)39 to
calculate the GO semantic similarity between two protein-
s by Wang’s method40. We also employ the local BLAST
method41, blastp (BLAST+ version 2.2.30), to calculate the
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Fig. 3 Gene expression PCC, co-essentiality percentage and three
branches’ GO-based similarity of different PPIs’ groups generated
from RSPGM forPPICollins.

e-value between two proteins. Then the e-value is converted
between 0 and 1 by formulaf (x) = exp(−x) to represent se-
quence similarity. The more alike the interacting protein pairs,
the higher the reliability score, GO semantic similarity and se-
quence similarity. In order to validate the consistency between
GO, sequence similarity and reliability score, we order allthe
interacting protein pairs ofPPICollins by RSPGM score in de-
scending index, and calculate the average of the corresponding
GO semantic similarity and sequence similarity by increasing
the coverage ratios of the PPIs. The details are illustratedin
Fig. 2. For example, in CC process, the average GO simi-
larity of the top 10% highest RSPGM scores is about 0.914.
The average GO similarity of the top 20% coverage of the P-
PIs is about 0.906. The average GO similarity of the 30%
to 100% coverages of the PPI network is from 0.898 to 0.83.
As shown in Fig. 2, the higher the RSPGM score, the high-
er the GO similarity and sequence similarity. Although the
trend of sequence similarity (Fig. 2(b)) is not strictly mono-
tonically decreasing, the highest average sequence similarity
is obtained by top 10% highest RSPGM scores. Above all, the
RSPGM score meets the “guilt-by-association” principle, and
it is a suitable reliability score to assess the PPIs.

3.3.3 Functional relevance evaluation We evaluate the
functional relevance of the original and reconstructed PPInet-
works based on several types of sources, including gene on-
tology, gene expression and essentiality analysis. For conve-
nience, the PPIs presented in the original and reconstructed
networks are called ‘Before’ and ‘After’ respectively. TheP-
PIs presented in ‘After’ but not in ‘Before’ are called ‘New’.
The PPIs presented in ‘Before’ but not in ‘After’ are called
‘Removed’. The PPIs presented both in ‘Before’ and ‘After’
are called ‘Confirmed’. We use a PPI network reconstruction
method similar to Leiet al.’s approach20. Namely, the select-
ed threshold is used to keep the number of PPIs in the recon-
struction network the same as that in the original network.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Before

RSPGM-After

RIPGM-After

RWS-After

GTOM2-After

GTOM3-After

FS-weight-After
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PPI Collins

ClusterONE
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(a) ACC

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
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GTOM2-After

GTOM3-After

FS-weight-After

CDdist-After

MDS-After

GGA-After

PPI Collins

ClusterONE

MINE

(b) Jaccard

Fig. 4 The original PPI network (‘Before’) and the reconstructed
counterpart (‘After’) ofPPICollins are evaluated by ClusterONE and
MINE cluster algorithms for protein complex prediction in terms of
accuracy and Jaccard value on the MIPS known complexes. (a) The
results of ACC. (b) The results of Jaccard.

We then calculate the GO semantic similarity, Pearson cor-
relation coefficient of gene expression, and the co-essentiality
percentage for PPIs in ‘Before’, ‘After’, ‘New’, ‘Removed’
and ‘Confirmed’ generated from RSPGM onPPICollins. The
results are shown in Fig. 3. Here, we use profiles to char-
acterize the expression dynamics for 3552 significant period-
ic genes over 36 time points. The raw data are available on
Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)42 with the accession num-
ber GSE343131. Additionally, the yeast essential gene list is
retrieved from theSaccharomycesGenome Database43. The
essentiality score is calculated by the percentage of the num-
ber of PPI, in which two proteins have the same essentiality
(two interacting proteins are in essential list or not in essential
list simultaneously). As shown in Fig. 3, the ‘After’ group-
s has a higher functional relevance than ‘Before’ group on
gene expression, GO similarity and essentiality. Moreover, the
‘Confirmed’ group has almost the highest functional relevance
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score compared with other groups. The functional relevance
score of the ‘Removed’ group is lower than the ‘New’ group.
We also evaluate the functional relevance of our method and
other comparative methods onPPICollins andPPIKrogans. The
results are demonstrated in Supplementary 1 Figure 2-5.

3.3.4 Protein complex prediction In order to investi-
gate whether the reconstructed PPI network can improve the
performance of prediction of protein complexes, we apply
ClusterONE44 and MINE45 clustering algorithms to the ‘Be-
fore’ and ‘After’ PPI networks generated from different meth-
ods to evaluate the prediction of protein complexes in terms
of accuracy (ACC) (see Fig. 4(a)) and Jaccard coefficient (see
Fig. 4(b)). Here, we select a benchmark complex set from
MIPS46 known protein complexes which includes 1189 pro-
teins in 203 known complexes. The cluster algorithms are im-
plemented by the cytoscape default settings. As the figures
shown, the reconstructed PPI networks can improve the per-
formance of protein complex prediction according to the ACC
and Jaccard metrics. Similar toPPICollins, all the calculations
are implemented onPPIKrogansas well (see Supplementary 1
Figure 6-7).

3.4 Application and evaluation on C. elegans PPI net-
work

We assign RSPGM score for each PPI on the new integrative
PPI network ofC. elegansto assess the reliability of protein
pairs. The adjacent matrix (5039×5039) is built according to
12951 PPIs of integrative PPI networks ofC. elegans. Then,
this W as long as other settings are applied based on the Al-
gorithm 1 to obtain the reliability score for each PPI. The data
of PPIs with RSPGM scores is available at our website and in
Supplementary 2. In this subsection, for the new integrativeC.
elegansnetwork, we firstly validate the consistency between
our RSPGM score and the GO and sequence similarity. Then,
we provide an example to infer interaction path.

3.4.1 Consistency validation To investigate the rela-
tionship between the similarity of interacting proteins and the
assigned reliability scores inC. elegans, we compare GO and
sequence similarity with the RSPGM scores respectively. The
flowchart of calculating GO similarity and sequence similarity
is the same as that in Section 3.3.2. The results are shown in
Supplementary 1 Figure 8. In the GO process of MF, the av-
erage GO similarity of the 10% coverage of the PPI network
with the top 10% highest RSPGM scores is about 0.639. This
similarity value decreases dramatically from top 10% to 30%
coverage of the PPI network. Finally, it drops to about 0.515
at the 100% coverage of the PPI network. In BP and CC, they
also keep descending but not very significant. For sequence
similarity, it decreases from 0.065 to 0.035. RSPGM reliabil-
ity score is consistent with GO similarity and sequence sim-

ilarity in our integrativeC. elegansnetwork. Therefore, the
results are consistent with the ones onPPICollins shown in Fig.
2.

3.4.2 Interaction path inference To evaluate the avail-
ability of our proposed method on PPI assessment, we apply
the integrativeC. elegansPPI network with RSPGM reliabil-
ity score on interaction path inference. Here, we apply Gitter
et al.’s47 method to define the weight of the possible path for
interaction path inference. The inferred interaction pathcould
be viewed as the pathway if adding direction and regulatory
effect on each interaction.

A well-studiedC. eleganspathway, the canonical Wnt/β -
catenin pathway, is used as the reference to validate interaction
path inference result. This pathway is responsible for modu-
lating expression of specific target genes by effector protein
β -catenin. The canonical Wnt/β -catenin pathway is a sig-
nal transduction pathway from Wnt ligands toβ -catenin pro-
tein48. Here, we inferred the interaction path between one
type of Wnt ligands and one type ofβ -catenin proteins. This
inferred interaction path will be useful for pathway inference.

Fig. 5 The inferred interaction path between one type of Wnt
ligands and one type ofβ -catenin proteins.

Geneegl-20(W08D2.1) produces one type of Wnt ligands,
while sys-1(T23D8.9) produces aβ -catenin protein. We in-
ferred interaction path betweenegl-20andsys-1. Totally 1415
candidate paths have been found by settingL = 7, which rep-
resents the maximum of finding the candidate path length (de-
tails in Supplementary 3). The inferred interaction path with
the highest path score is shown in Fig. 5. Moreover, for the
8 genes on the interaction path, 6 of them, 75%, are Wnt/β -
catenin pathway related genes. These 6 genes have been vali-
dated and comprehensively studied by other literature49. Also,
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for all 1415 possible candidate paths, they totally include280
genes. Among them, only 17 genes (gene name with symbol
’♯’ in Supplementary 3), about 6%, are Wnt/β -catenin path-
way components. In the inferred interaction path, it is a high
rate (75%) of Wnt pathway component, although most genes
in the possible candidate paths set are not. Therefore, the per-
formance of interaction path inference is relatively accurate by
using the reliability score computed from RSPGM algorithm.

Fig. 6 The website is designed for querying and visualizing
RSPGM score of PPI subnetwork about single gene or multiple
genes inC. elegans.

3.5 Website server

To query and visualize PPI network with RSPGM s-
cores, we build a user interactive website, available at
http://rspgm.bionetworks.tk/. This website is in supportof t-
wo types of query, single gene query and multiple genes query.
User can type single gene name or multiple gene names in the
search bar. It will return a subnetwork graph in the webpage,
shown in Fig. 6. The datails of usage can be found in Supple-
mentary 1 Section XIII.

We use SQLite version 3.8.8.3 to store the data and execute
SQL query for single gene and multiple genes query. Mojo-
licious version 6.06, a Perl real-time web framework, is em-
ployed to build the website. With the help of Cytoscape.js
version 2.3.11, the network graphs are illustrated in the web-
site.

4 Discussion

In this paper, we constructed a PPI network inC. elegansby
integrating data from seven molecular interaction databases.
This integrative PPI network was subsequently evaluated by
our newly proposed protein-protein interaction reliability as-
sessment method RSPGM. This weighted PPI network is use-
ful for pathway inference. Also, we built a website for query-
ing and visualizing protein-protein interactions with RSPGM
scores in theC. elegansPPI network.

In the consistency validation between RSPGM score and
GO similarity, sequence similarity, it shows a significant de-
scendant trend in yeast data. However, this is not very signif-
icant in currentC. elegansdata. It may be due to the non-full
map of protein-protein interactome inC. eleganscurrently7.
RSPGM algorithm is based on topology of the input network.
Therefore, an incomplete protein-protein interactome maydis-
turb the result of RSPGM scoring. In the functional relevance
validation, the PPI groups in the reconstructed network gener-
ated by RSPGM have higher GO similarity, gene expression
PCC and essentiality percentages than that in the original net-
work, and obtain improved performance for the prediction of
known protein complexes.

In the interaction path validation, 6 out of 8 genes are re-
lated to the reference Wnt pathway in the example in Sec-
tion 3.4.2. The other two genes,lin-36 (F44B9.6) andztf-2
(F13G3.1), have not been shown to be the components of Wnt
pathway. However, in the inferred interaction path, the PPIs’
scores corresponding to these two genes are very high, (Fig.
5). This indicates that these two genes are hub nodes in the
network which may be involved in other biological pathways.
Generally, several different pathways can cooperate to possess
particular biological functions50. lin-36 gene is the SynMuv B
pathway component51. It has been validated to interact with
eor-1 which belongs to Ras/ERK pathway to cooperate with
Wnt pathway52. ztf-2 gene encodes an orthology of human
ovo-like zinc finger 2 (Ovol2) which has been reported to act
as the downstream of Wnt pathway53. Therefore, bothlin-36
andztf-2are indirectly related to the Wnt pathway, which im-
plies that the inferred interaction path in the example is very
close to the Wnt/β -catenin pathway.

In future study, weighted PPIs network along with other da-
ta sources, such as PDIs, genetic interactions (GIs) and per-
turbation data, will be simultaneously considered for pathway
inference.
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